Lenovo
ThinkPad E14 GEN 4
The ThinkPad E14 Gen 4 is a focused, work-oriented
laptop for modern business professionals. Equipped with
the latest AMD Ryzen™ 5000 Series mobile processors
running on Zen 3 architecture and a simple, powerful UX
with Windows 11 Pro OS, it is built to be worked on and
used all day, every day. It comes with the choice of two
AMD family offerings to suit any business performance
requirement. Built with a blend of sharp, minimalist
design, MIL-SPEC durability, and precision engineering,
ThinkPad E14 Gen 4 is a unique class of business laptops.
As a ThinkPad, it is built sturdy and sleek with Aluminum
panels on the top and bottom covers, available in Black
and Mineral Metallic color options. Smart integration
of Windows 11 Pro Zero Trust-ready security features
ensures that the device is a stronghold of sensitive
data while not getting in the way of user experience.

Lenovo ThinkPad E14 GEN 4
PRODUCTIVITY AND PORTABILITY MAXIMIZED
ThinkPad E14 Gen 4 carries the ThinkPad legacy, rendering it business-grade style and
flexibility. The AMD Ryzen™ 5000 mobile series ensure the enhanced performance and
portability required by today’s business professionals. Available in a Mineral Grey variant
and the Signature Black, it is a device that you would want to carry with you everywhere.
Aluminum panels on the top and bottom bring the weight down—starting at 1.59kg/3.50lbs.,
and with a 17.9mm thickness1 it is easy to hold or slip into a bag.
DELIGHTFUL DISPLAY EXPERIENCE
Designed to be a daily driver, this laptop’s visual and aural aspects are top-notch.
The panel, housed in a narrow-bezel chassis, can be specced up to an IPS, 100% sRGB,
FHD, putting out up to 300nits—perfect in any lighting condition.
RELIABLE AND HIGHLY SECURE
For those working remotely, security is non-negotiable, and the E14 Gen 4 comes with
layers of protection. A fingerprint reader2 built into the power button and an FHD Hybrid
IR camera2 with Windows Hello facial authentication, ensure that no unauthorized person
gains access to your device. ThinkShutter camera cover is a simple, effective way to stay
guarded against prying eyes. discrete TPM encrypts data, locking it away.
ENHANCED MEETING EXPERIENCES
Dual array mics with harman® branded speakers make meetings clear—at home,
on the move, or in the office. FHD Hybrid camera2 offers clear and stable video output for
smooth conferencing. Microsoft Teams integrated with the new Windows 11 taskbar further
enhances collaborations.

Available in Black
and Mineral Metallic

85% STBR design with up to
100% sRGB, 300nits display

Dolby® Audio™ and
harman®-branded stereo speakers

performance

AMD Ryzen™ 5000 Series mobile processors
with AMD Radeon™ graphics deliver exceptional
performance.3 Up to 40GB of DDR4 3200MHz
memory keeps everything responsive.

user experience

Up to 1TB of Gen4 SSD with dual SSD option means
reading and writing large files is fast and reliable.
Easily automate workflows across apps with
Microsoft Power Automate on Windows 11. Simplify
routine tasks like reporting, data entry, scheduling,
and more with a low-code, guided process
and hundreds of pre-built connectors.

connectivity

A complete set of ports—including full-function
USB-C, HDMI, USB-A, and always-on USB—
make connecting to peripherals hassle-free.
Wi-Fi 6E offers superfast connectivity, uploads
and downloads even in congested networks.

Full-function USB Type-C, HDMI,
and more

Secure FHD Hybrid IR camera2

Applicable for metallic version
Optional
As of December 2020, the Ryzen 5000 series mobile processors are the “Most advanced/powerful mobile processors,”
define as the highest-performing single thread and multi thread performance available on x86 mobile processors.
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Lenovo ThinkPad E14 GEN 4

performance
PROCESSOR

AMD RyzenTM 5000 series mobile processors
OPERATING SYSTEM

Up to Windows 11 Pro (64-bit)
GRAPHICS

Integrated AMD Radeon™ graphics
CAMERA

720p HD camera with dual mic
FHD camera with dual mic
FHD Hybrid IR camera with dual mic
MEMORY

Up to 40GB DDR4, 3200MHz (on board +
single SoDIMM)
STORAGE

Up to 1TB M.2 PCIe Gen4 SSD
(Supports Dual SSDs)
BATTERY

45Whr / 57Whr
AC ADAPTER

Up to Type-C 65W (supports RapidCharge3)
AUDIO

2 x 2W stereo speakers
Dolby® Audio™
harman®-branded stereo speakers

connectivity
INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

1 x USB Type-C 3.2 Gen1 (with DP and PD)
1 x USB 3.2 Gen1 (always-on unit)
1 x USB 2.0
1 x HDMI 1.4
1 x RJ451
1 x Audio
(Headphone and Microphone Combo Jack)

accessories

security
Smart Power On (Integrated FPR on power button)1
ThinkShutter camera cover
Kensington™ lock slot
discrete TPM (dTPM) 2.0

THINKPAD BLUETOOTH LASER MOUSE

design

PN: 0A36407 / 0A36408

MATERIAL AND FINISH

Choice of Anodized Aluminum on top and bottom covers or polycarbonate plastic
for bottom cover.
DISPLAY

14.0” FHD (1920x1080) IPS display 300 nits, 100% sRGB with anti-glare
14.0” FHD (1920x1080) IPS display 300 nits, touch1, with anti-glare
14.0” FHD (1920x1080) TN display 250 nits, with anti-glare
DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)

324 x 220.7 x 17.9mm (top/bottom metal exteriors)
12.75 x 8.68 x 0.70 inches.
WEIGHT

1.59kg / 3.50lbs. (A Aluminum; D Plastic)
1.64kg / 3.61lbs. (A/D Aluminum)

LENOVO 100 STEREO USB HEADSET
PN: 4XD0X88524

The on-ear business-ready stereo USB Headset
with a rotatable boom microphone and passive noise
cancellation is perfect for calls and music. Its memory
foam and leather earcups make it light and comfortable
enough to wear and use all day. 30 mm drivers with
neodymium magnets deliver excellent audio for calls
and music, while its adjustable headband and boom mic
allow either left-side or right-side wearing.

KEYBOARD

Backload type, full-size backlit1
VoIP HotKeys2
COLORS

Black
Mineral Metallic
USER EXPERIENCE

Smart Power On1

optional services
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect your ThinkPad
investment—so you can focus on your work, not your IT.

WLAN

Up to Wi-Fi 6E
Up to Bluetooth® 5.2

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE PROTECTION (ADP)

ThinkPad USB-C Dock Gen2
Hybrid USB-C Dock

THINKPAD ESSENTIAL PLUS 15.6-INCH BACKPACK (ECO)
PN: 4X41A30364

PREMIER SUPPORT

Provides direct access to skilled and experienced Lenovo technicians offering
comprehensive hardware and software support. Gives you a consistent point of contact
within Lenovo to ensure that your case resolution is professionally managed from start
to finish.

DOCKING

The portable, ambidextrous ThinkPad Bluetooth Laser
Mouse is perfect for everyday and on-the-go use.
It delivers extraordinary control on virtually any surface.
Scroll through documents, spreadsheets,
and more with increased accuracy and control with
its high-definition laser sensor and tilting scroll wheel.

Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted
damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops, or damage
to the integrated screen.
WARRANTY EXTENSION (1-YEAR BASE, UP TO 3 YEARS TOTAL)

This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately budget for device expenses,
protect your valuable investment, and lower the cost of ownership over time.
1Optional
2Requires Skype for Business account, not pre-installed by Lenovo.
3
RapidCharge is supported only on “45Whr” battery

With the perfect blend of professionalism and
athleticism, the ThinkPad Essential Plus 15.6” Backpack
(Eco) can take you from the office to the gym and back
with ease. Spacious compartments keep your devices
and essentials secure, organized, and accessible, while
ballistic nylon and rugged hardware protect against the
weather and daily wear.
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